
  

OLD TIMERS 

 

This idea was born from the desire to offer unique moments and unforgettable experience. Above all,  
we aim  to please  our customers and  make possible  a desire less likely , using creativity and care  of 
every detail. While using classic cars we offer the discovery of Porto and its surroundings. All services 
include a uniformed driver at the time, a "book tour" with photographs taken during the tour, a glass 
of Port wine and even comfort accessories such as vintage umbrellas for ladies, blankets and mineral 
water. All programs are  accompanied by  a driver / guide  and it is  properly structured, including 
admission packages on the main monuments  of the city,  as well as lunch  in the case of  visits a full 

day. 

VISIT TYPES DESCRIPTION RATE PER PERSON 

Sightseeing 
One hour tour in Porto to contemplate the beauty of the city that breathes magic, culture and history EUR 21.00 
Two hours tour in Porto to contemplate the beauty of the city that breathes magic, culture and history EUR 31.00 

Porto HD 
Half day 4 hours in Porto passing by "Clérigos” Church, "Bolsa" Palace and "S.Francisco" Church, Cathedral’s Church.  
Pause to taste Port Wine 

EUR 80.00 

Porto Sense 
Half day 4 hours in Porto including visit to "Serralves" (museum, garden and house) and Monastery "Serra do Pilar" ; trip 
on the cable car and visit to Port wine cellar “Ferreira" followed by commented Port wine tasting. 

EUR 80.00 

Porto by night 
Panoramic night tour in Porto, dinner at one of the best city restaurant (menu including an appetizer,  one main course, 
one dessert and drinks) followed by a tonic Port at "Casa do Livro" iconic location from the city center of Porto. Duration 
in total 4:00 

EUR 100.00 

The available vehicles are FIAT 514 (max 4 paxs) + CITROEN (max. 6 paxs) + FORD (max. 6 paxs) + FORD V8 (max. 4 paxs) + JAGUAR (max. 2 paxs) 
Minimum participants – 2 paxs 
Maximum participants (in one tour) – 22 paxs  

Northern Experiences 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:
ALL THE WAY TRAVEL
Susana Vieira

Rua João de Barros, 293 Loja 43
4150-433 Porto
PHONE 22 619 1330/37 | FAX 22 619 1339

susanavieira@allthewaytravel.pt|TM+351 937018807
geral@allthewaytravel.pt
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